A great dunny read coming your way again….

Convict Trash
Run 1694 – 25 February 2019
Hare – Joker
Hareline:
1695

4-Mar-19

Pig

Heathcote- Home Cater 10 Dillwynnia Grove

1696

11-Mar-19

Venus

Taren Point Hotel

1697

18-Mar-19

Canookie

1698

25-Mar-19

Goldmark

La Peruse – Memorial to JJ

Records shows that every 2 or 3 years we are privileged to have a run set by Joker in the
Kirrawee district. This year he took advantage of the Princes Pub that had opened up after
his last run and provided an ideal venue for a street run around the local Badlands.

Want to be loved and admired by everyone in the Club ??
We have a great offer for you!
QR is doing a great job as Bucket master and hashers and our visitors are writing in
with compliments about the coldness of the beer and quality of the bubbly. However,
to let him have a bit of a blow and give his time to recover between runs, we are
looking for a Bucket master to take over from QR for a few months. This vitally
important job is critical to our club, and anyone who takes over will be treated with
the greatest respect and held in the highest esteem. Please talk with QR who can
provide you the details of this pivotal committee position.

Run 1694 – Joker - Kirrawee
Jokers Kirrawee’s Jaunt
It all started at according to our RA due to a long past Prince who wanted to get a shag at Kirrawee,
supposedly at the very spot that the Prince Hotel now stands.
A good and eager crowd of runners were at the Prince ready for the run that only Joker can set. Great
to see DW ready to run but alas no running shoes. With the real TM stuck in traffic I did the noble
thing and stepped up to be the Guest TM. This may make up some of the 20 runs I missed during my
turn at TM. Anyway, off down Bath Street and into Anzac to the highway and the Pedestrian
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crossing, why I don’t know as Dundee didn’t care and crossed anyway and took 4 dopes with him,
one being our visitor Peter from KL. He just didn’t know that Dundee does this regularly.
I am running so well now as this is my second run in 8 days (hash is such a great training routine) as
Spinny passed me on the fly and just called me an old man and get out of the way. Crossed over the
said highway called after that same prince. A nice on-back which caught the FRB’s including
Cameron and dad. Over the railway bridge and onto a check. As something different I marked the
trail the wrong way and sent the pack on the correct trail, this really upset the FRB’s that Duck
called me some awful name. I did this a few times and some then would not believe that the trail
really went the way shown.
Further down into Kirrawee but no bush yet but passed Kirrawee High school and into the back
blocks. The map was a little difficult to read as the street names were almost invisible but made it
back to President avenue through Kirrawee shops and past the huge monstrosity of a building called
the brick pit. Caught the pack at the lights where we all waited for the lights to change to green and
proceeded, turning into Moore’s Ave Bingo decided to put on a finishing sprint and made the TM
run harder, we passed Blondie who the decided to pick up the pace and sprint to the finish, and back
to the bucket outside Bunnings.
A very good run well marked and enough on-backs and checks. Kept the pack together very well,
except for Duck and Dundee who know the area very well and raced off to the end.
On On
Pig
See you at the sty next week !!

CIRCLE UP!!
Hannibal came up trumps again this week – providing the fascinated pack with some insights as to
how the Royal family determined the location of the Princes Hotel and close relationship that
Edward 8th had with some members of our club (and how these relationships shaped the
development of the Shire (and for that matter- Australia)
Royalty in Kirrawee

Edward VIII was King of the United Kingdom and the Dominions of the British Empire,
and Emperor of India, from 20 January 1936 until his abdication on 11 December the
same year, after which he became the Duke of Windsor.
Throughout the 1920s, Edward, as Prince of Wales, represented his father, King George
V, at home and abroad on many occasions including a royal visit to the Shire.
However, he was a mad rooter and had a very amorous nature.
In 1917, during the First World War, he began a love affair with Parisian courtesan
Marguerite Alibert. He broke off the affair in 1918 to begin one with an English married
woman, Freda Ward.
Edward's womanising and reckless behavior during the 1920s and 1930s worried Prime
Minister Stanley Baldwin, King George V, and those close to the prince.Alan Lascelles,
the prince's private secretary believed that "for some hereditary or physiological reason
his normal mental development stopped dead when he reached adolescence". He
therefore would have made a valuable member of B2H3.
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In 1930, George V gave the prince the lease of Fort Belvedere. There, he continued his
relationships with a series of married women, including Freda Ward and Lady Furness,
who introduced the prince to her friend and fellow American Wallis Simpson.
Though widely travelled, Edward was racially prejudiced against foreigners and many of
the Empire's subjects, believing that whites were inherently superior.
He travelled to the Shire in 1920 and DUNDEE heard him say while travelling along the
Highway at Kirrawee, ‘I’d love to root a married woman from Kirrawee, let’s stop at the
nearest pub so I can crack on to one.’. On the way to the nearest pub he stopped to
relieve the pressure in his bladder and that is where the Prince Hotel stands today.
Afterwards the highway was named the Princes Highway.
Edward always said after visiting the Shire that he wished he could have stayed in
Kirrawee as it was the place that accorded with his mental development and made him
feel at home.

Thanks Hannibal – always good to get a factual and true history directly from the mouth of our own
sage and to learn more about the wonders of Kirrawee.

Run Report Summary
Traffic problems lead to a slight change in protocol – with our TM being held up, so the job being
transferred to last year’s TM (Pig) who did a great job marking the trail, and self-nominated for the
run report. Maybe we could elect him – “Circle Run reporter’??
Some noted highlights of his report include :•
•
•
•

The run skilfully avoided any pedestrian highway crossings and overpasses, and afforded
Dundee and others plenty of opportunity to run through and dodge the traffic
Stringbean took grandson Andrew around the first Mad Woman’s Loop, but as soon as they
caught sight of the Pub, and Stringbean caught the slight whiff of the bucket they
immediately shortcut home.
Spini is reclaiming her rightful place as a Front Runner and is setting an example for the rest
of us, who can only hope to try and keep up and admire her work.
It was a well-marked trail that the Stand-in TM embellished with a series of his own “Onbacks” that tortured the pack to run up hills and hinted at the prospect of a bush trail. (much
to the chagrin of the sweaty, hard-breathing pack)

I think the final score was 9! – thanks Joker, remember your 2022 run will arrive much sooner than
you think !!

Visitors
We experienced another Visitor Frenzy this week and the return of a couple of long-lost
members – It is always great to see everyone at the bucket. Our visitors this week included
Curtseying – keeps showing us the Love
Peter – from Caringbah – via Malaysia
Arseholia – from Hammersley
Climax – loves the Shire Runs .
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Prickette of the Week
Dirty Weekend 1) for trying to push Stringbean over the balcony at the Kirribilli Club at the Saturday lunch.
2) for forgetting her shoes for the Lunch, so buying a cheap pair of high heeled “stripper shoes”
(were they Perspex?) and wobbling about the Kirribilli Club try to maintain balance and not look
flustered.
3) For still being on trail well past the 3 Minute mark on the run
Brockie - for mixing up Blondie and Goldmark – who are quite hard to tell apart
Moa Goa - For getting a lift back from the lunch on Saturday and telling Stringbean about her first
sexual encounters in a pale blue MGB sports car. Stringbean has all the details – so you will have to
ask him.

Prick of the Week
Stringbean – For hypnotising poor Moa and getting her to confess to here sexual escapades in the
Sports Car
Ringless – for confusing Merkin with a Crack Dealer – which encouraged all sorts of lewd and
unnecessary comments about “plumbers cracks” and the like.
Joker – For avoiding the use of Pedestrian Overpasses and making the pack dodge the local traffic
Grewsome - For telling his son that the technique required to run up hills was to concentrate on
breathing in and out, and to keep running – which would make the hill disappear. Merkin tried the
technique and was devastated to find the hill was still there!

Winners – Moa

& Grewsome

Check the Web Page: https://www.botanybayh3.com/
Hash name

Known as

E-mail

Grand Master

Sir Les

Barry Kerwand

estimating@flick-anticimex.com.au

Religious Advisor

Hannibal Lector

Paul Henderson

paulhenderson1812@gmail.com

Trail Master

Tickle

Carolyn Davies

caro8@optusnet.com.au

Hash Scribe

Goon

Rod Eckels

rod@slekce.com

Hash Cash

Merkin

Stuart Bush

merkin892@gmail.com

Bucket Master

Queen Rodent

John Wilks

jonwilks13@gmail.com

Hash Rags

Goldmark

Deborah Griffin

deborahgriffin58@hotmail.com

Position

Runs and Events of Note :
18 Mar 2019
8 April 2019

POSH 2700
1700 Run
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Announcements
Climax reported that she was watching “Chicago Justice” (US Murder Spy show) and the latest
case involved a dead body that was discovered by a bunch of hashers in the middle of the night. It
seems that the Hashers helped the Police with their inquiries – but we did not hear if they eventually
found the murderer, or if the Police arrested the hashers for causing disturbances, J walking etc. If
anyone can check this out, and download the video – we could include a “Mashed up version” in
our planned AGPU extravaganza!
LAUGHS FOR THE DAY :)

Management lesson
Eddie wanted desperately to have sex with this really cute, really hot girl in his office .... but she was
dating someone else.
One day Eddie got so frustrated that he went to her and said, "I'll give you a $100 if you let me have
sex with you..."
The girl looked at him, then said, "NO."
Eddie said, "I'll be real fast. I'll throw the money on the floor, you bend down, and I'll finish by the
time you've picked it up".
She thought for a moment and said that she would consult with her boyfriend ... so she called him
and explained the situation.
Her boyfriend says, "Ask him for $200, pick up the money really fast. He won't even be able to get
his pants down." She agreed and accepts the proposal.
Over half an hour goes by and the boyfriend is still waiting for his girlfriend's call. Finally, after 45
minutes the boyfriend calls and asks what happened ...? Still breathing hard, she managed to
reply,
"The bastards got 20c pieces!"
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